Sunfish Lake Park Scavenger Hunt
As you walk through the trails, be on the lookout for these nature items. Once you spot one, flip
the chart over to find information on the items you see.
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Match the numbered photo to its information to learn more about that item!

called bracket fungi. Some belong to a
group of plants called polypores
because the spores that they produce
line tiny pores on the underside of the
body. Shelf fungi come in many sizes
and shapes and can consist of a single
body or form rows or groupings on the
side of a tree. They often have a tough
body and some can produce beautiful
colored growth rings every year. Shelf
fungi tend to be plentiful in old growth
forests and can be found on either dead
wood or living trees. They play a role in
the process of wood decay on dead
trees and when on live trees, may start
an area of rot where they attach.

2. Inside a tree – The outer layer of
bark protects a tree from weather, fire
and disease. Inside of this layer is the
cambium, a layer that produces growth
in the tree, one ring added for each year
of growth. If bark is missing, you may
see a maze-like pattern carved into the
wood left by a grub or beetle as it eats
its way through the wood. These tracks
are called galleries and can be seen in
the sapwood, a layer of wood that
transports nutrients and water. One
example of a devastating invasive insect
causing damage in this way is the
Emerald Ash Borer. The older wood in
the middle of the tree provides support
and is called the heartwood.

3. Scat – Because many animals try to
avoid human contact or are more active
at night, it may be hard to spot a live
animal in the park. Scat is a term for
animal droppings and they can be a way
for us to tell what is living or hunting in
the woods. If you find scat that has fur
in it, it is likely to have been left by an
animal that eats other animals.
Scattered splotches of what looks like
dried white paint may have been left by
a large bird such as an owl. Both deer
and rabbits produce pellets and the
color can vary depending on what the
animal has been eating. (Always be
careful not to handle scat without
proper gear!)

4. Plantation trees - Sunfish Lake Park
is a beautiful natural area, yet humans
have had an enormous impact on the
park over the years. You can often spot
a natural forested area from one that
has been planted by the arrangement of
the trees in rows, called plantation
trees. There is an example of this in the
grove of conifer trees just to the north
of the restored prairie. After the
saplings are planted, as they grow they
are thinned out so they have room to
grow. Trees planted in this manner are
usually of the same species so the area
lacks natural diversity and changes how
the forest looks. They are often planted
for wind breaks or erosion control.

5. Tree burls - Throughout the park you
may see odd looking bark covered
knobs or lumps on the trunks or
branches of trees called burls. Burls
possibly develop when something
irritates or stresses the tree, such as an
injury, a fungus or insect activity,
although it is not completely
understood why they develop. Burls can
grow unseen on the roots as well. Burls
usually do not kill a tree but might affect
the health of the tree. On wild cherry
trees they may be caused by Black Knot,
a fungus that also infects smaller trees
and branches. Burls can produce
beautiful, twisted grain designs in the
wood prized by artisans and crafters.

6. Glacial activity –Glaciers develop
over thousands of years as more snow
accumulates than melts. The thick layer
of snow compacts and turns into ice
hundreds of feet thick. The sheer
density of the ice and gravity combine
to deform the ice and cause a sort of
‘flow’ within causing movement. The
steep hills and slopes that exist in the
park were likely deposited as the glacier
slowed and left behind what is called
moraines, thick layers of rocks, gravel
and silt. The long east to west running
hill on the southern edge of the
woodland area of the park was likely an
esker, a ridge of gravel created by a
river of moving water under the glacier.

7. Wood ducks – Wood ducks don’t
make their own nesting cavity and rely
on old rotted holes in trees above
ground, usually along the edges of lakes
and wetlands. Some people construct
wood duck houses as substitute nesting
sites to attract breeding pairs to an area.
Look for some along the trail bordering
Sunfish Lake. Male wood ducks are
striking in their appearance with red
eyes, a multicolored head and body with
a noticeable crest of iridescent green.
Female wood ducks, although pretty
with a white eye ring, are less colorful
and display colors of browns and grays.
After hatching, the chicks leave the nest
by jumping to the ground.

8. Kettle lakes – As glaciers of 10,000
years ago from the Wisconsin glaciation
era moved through this area, huge
blocks of ice from the glacier broke off
and were covered with rocks, sand and
other sediments in what is called glacial
till. Many years later when the ice from
these blocks eventually melted, it left
depressions in the landscape and some
of these filled with water. These are
known as kettle lakes. If the low lying
area is in a prairie, it is called a pothole
lake. Over time, different plants species
grew in and around the lakes, and over
much more time, the nature of some of
the lakes changed and formed other
types of wetlands such as marshes.

9. Acorns - The acorn is the nut or seed
of the oak tree. Only a few acorns
actually get to sprout and grow. The
others produce highly nutritious food
for a variety of animals including
squirrels, chipmunks, birds, mice, and
deer. Red oak acorns are more bitter
due to having more tannic acid, so deer
tend to prefer to eat white oak acorns
first. The look of an acorn will vary
depending on the type of oak. Bur oaks
produce acorns with big, fuzzy caps.
Every 2-5 years, oak trees produce a lot
of acorns in what is called ‘a mast’ year,
with one tree possibly dropping
thousands of acorns. Scientists still
aren’t exactly sure why.

1. Shelf fungi - Shelf fungi are also

